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Growth of fingerlike protrusions driven by molecular motors
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The actin cortex is an important part of the motile machinery of a eucaryotic cell. The cortex is steadily
reorganized, for example, through the action of molecular motors forming active crosslinks between pairs of
actin filaments. Here, the effect of correlations between molecular motors on the induced relative motion of
two aligned filaments is investigated. It is found that the average relative velocity between filaments depends
nonmonotonically on the motor concentration. Depending on the properties of the filaments’ ends, the active
interaction between filaments of the same orientation may lead either to a complete overlap or to separation. In
addition to pure actin polymerization the active separation of filaments might be involved in the growth of long
fingerlike protrusions~filopods!.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the growth of an axon, nerve cells extend fing
like protrusions a tenth of a micron wide and up to 50mm
long @1#. These so-called filopods are formed by a bundle
long filamentous polymers made of the protein actin. Due
different polymerization rates, the two ends of actin fi
ments can be distinguished. The bundle of actin filament
a filopod is oriented such that the faster polymerizing p
ends point towards the tip, while the minus ends point
wards the cell body. Therefore, polymerization of actin h
been assumed to provide the driving force for growing th
protrusions.

Indeed, polymerization of actin is very likely to be th
driving force in several mechanisms of cell motility@2#. For
example, the bacteriumListeria monocytogenesadvances by
growing an actin comet at one of its poles and the lead
edge of moving eucaryotes is a place of intense actin p
merization. Recently,in vitro experiments have been con
ceived in order to investigate if actin polymerization alone
sufficient to drive these processes. ForListeria this is the
case, as latex beads immersed in an extract containing
proteins, that are involved in the polymerization of act
may grow a comet and move@3#. Concerning the growth o
filopods, polymerization of actin within giant vesicles h
been found to produce fingerlike protrusions@4#. However,
an unphysiologically high concentration of monomeric ac
seems to be necessary. Furthermore, the protrusions g
ated in this way extended only up to a length of abo
10 mm.

Also on theoretical grounds there are indications tha
addition to pure actin polymerization there is another mec
nism involved in the growth of long filopods. The curre
understanding of how polymerization of actin may push
membrane states that fluctuations of the membrane or b
ing fluctuations of actin filaments close to the membra
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provide the necessary space needed for further polyme
tion @5,6#. Within this framework indications of fingerlike
protrusions have been reported only in the case of a flu
ating membrane@7#. Membrane fluctuations are, howeve
likely to be suppressed at the tip of filopods due to me
brane proteins accumulated at this point@6#. Here, we
present a possible mechanism for filopod growth, based
the action of molecular motors accompanying the polym
ization of actin.

Molecular motors are ATPases, i.e., proteins catalyz
the hydrolysis of ATP, that undergo a series of conform
tional changes during the hydrolysis of ATP@1#. On an ap-
propriate substrate, these conformational changes indu
displacement of the motor relative to the substrate. For
ample, motors of the myosin superfamily advance on an
tin filament towards the filament’s plus end. In the last 10–
years, motor proteins have been intensively studied in or
to elucidate the mechanism by which an individual mo
moves forward. See@8,9# for reviews of the current experi
mental and theoretical understanding. More recently, col
tive properties of filament-motor systems start to attrac
broader interest. Collective effects in these systems app
because motors or complexes of motors may activ
crosslink filament pairs, resulting in an active relative d
placement of the filaments. As a consequence, contractio
filament bundles followed by filament sorting@10# has been
observed, as well as the formation of asters, vortices,
networks of filaments@11,12# in a quasi-two-dimensional ge
ometry. Theoretically, filament sorting@13#, contraction of
disordered filament bundles@14,15#, and persistent filamen
transport@16# have been obtained.

In this work we will look at the influence of correlatio
effects between motors due to excluded volume interacti
on the relative motion between two actively cross-link
aligned filaments. We will first study the case when the u
bound motors are homogeneously distributed around the
ments. Remarkably, due to the motor interactions, filame
of the same orientation will under certain conditions tend
separate from each other. This observation suggests a me
nism of filopod growth by pushing a filament against the t
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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In the last section, we investigate this possibility mo
closely.

II. A MODEL FOR MOTOR-INDUCED SLIDING
OF FILAMENTS

Let us start by describing the general setting, which
will use in the following sections. It is chosen so that
captures the qualitative features of the motor-filament in
actions, but neglects details, many of which are still u
known. A filament is represented as a linear lattice compo
of L equally spaced sites, with site number 1 being ass
ated with the filament’s minus end and site numberL with its
plus end. Molecular motors bound to the filament are rep
sented as particles occupying the sites of the correspon
lattice. Here, each site accepts at most one motor and
actual state of site numberi is given by the value ofsi ,
which is 0 for an empty site and 1 otherwise. Two filame
are displaced with respect to each other by a molec
motor—or a compound of motors—if this motor is bound
both filaments simultaneously and advances on one of th
The current of motors from sitei to sitei 11 is denoted byj i
and has the dimension of an inverse time~number of motors
advancing fromi to i 11 per unit time!.

The expectation valuesSi[^si& and Ji[^ j i& are calcu-
lated by using the following model for a motor moving alon
a single filament. A motor on sitei may advance towards th
plus end of a filament by hopping to sitei 11, provided that
this site is empty. Within an interval of timeDt, the prob-
ability for such a hopping event isvhDt, such thatJi
5vh^si(12si 11)&. Apart from hopping, motors may attac
to and detach from the filament at any site. The correspo
ing rates are denoted byva and vd , respectively. The las
site of the filament requires special consideration for ther
no further site the motor may hop to. We assume that
detachment rate at this site is given byvd1vh(12s) with
s<11vd /vh . Note, that the attachment rateva will in
general not be equal for all sites along the filament a
depends on the amount of unbound motors present in
environment of these sites. Ifva were different from zero
only on the first site andvd50, then this model is the totally
asymmetric exclusion model@17#. Putting everything to-
gether, the time evolution of the average occupation num
Si of site i is given by

d

dt
Si5vhSi 21~12Si !2vhSi~12Si 11!

1va~12Si !2vdSi , ~1!

where we have used the mean field approximation^sisi 11&
5SiSi 11. The boundary conditions areS050 and SL11
5s.

In order to calculate the average velocity between t
aligned filaments, denoted by 1 and 2, we make the follo
ing assumptions: Firstly, a motor can only connect the t
filaments at two adjacent sites. Secondly, filaments are ta
to be rigid objects. Finally, the probability of forming
crosslink is weak enough such that it suffices to consi
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configurations of one crosslink per pair only. Let the cro
linking motor be on sitei of filament 1 and on sitek of
filament 2. Then, within an interval of timeDt, the probabil-
ity for a relative displacement between the two filaments d
to the motor advancing on filament 1 isvh(12si 11

(1) )Dt,
wheresi

(k) is the occupation number of sitei on filamentk.
An analogous expression holds if the motor advances
filament 2. A crosslink between the two filaments is assum
to be established with probabilitypcl if two facing sites on
these filaments are occupied. The value ofpcl is assumed to
be constant along the filaments, but will, in general, depe
on their relative orientation. For the average velocity of fi
ment 2 relative to filament 1 in units of monomers per tim
we thus obtain in the stationary state

v5 (
( i ,k)PD

pclvh^ j i
(1)sk

(2)6si
(1) j k

(2)&. ~2!

Here, D denotes the region of overlap of the two align
filaments, (i ,k) are pairs of adjacent sites on the differe
filaments,j i

(k) is the current from sitei to site i 11 on fila-
ment k, and ^•••& denotes the ensemble average. The p
sign applies in the case of antiparallel filaments, i.e., fi
ments of opposite orientation, the minus sign in the oppo
case of parallel filaments.

In order to calculate the needed expectation values,
will use the independent filaments approximation

vh^si
(1)sk

(2)~12si 11
(1) !&5Ji

(1)Sk
(2) . ~3!

Thereby, everything can be calculated using expectation
ues obtained for single filaments. This approximation is
propriate if, for example, motors have to form a compou
in order to cross-link two filaments and if these compoun
form rarely and are short-lived compared to typical tim
scales for the dynamics on a filament. We can give ano
example: let there be two kinds of motors showing both
same dynamics on a single filament, but only motors ofone
type are able to cross-link filament pairs. Then the appro
mation is appropriate under the condition of only a fe
crosslinkers.

III. FILAMENT SLIDING FOR A HOMOGENEOUS
DISTRIBUTION OF UNBOUND MOTORS

In this section we will study the case of a spatially co
stant attachment rateva , corresponding to homogeneous
distributed unbound motors. Only the stationary states w
be considered.

Let us first briefly discuss the motor dynamics on o
filament. If motors are incapable of advancing along the fi
ment, i.e.,vh50, the mean occupation of any site is give
by r[va /(va1vd). The same holds for all values ofvh if
the filament is of infinite length or forms a closed loop. In t
case of a finite filament length with open boundaries,
distribution changes asvh is increased from zero to a finit
value. Here, with increasingvh , the homogeneous distribu
tion is changed from the boundaries towards the bulk. O
numerical analysis shows that this is mostly effective in
4-2
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case ofr ,1/2. Forr .1/2, the current towards the plus en
dominates, and little influence of the boundary ati 5L is
observed except for the very neighbors of the boundary
simple analytical analysis also supports this result~not
shown!.

Towards the minus end, the filament is on average
populated, as motors cannot arrive in this region by mov
on the filament. Concerning the behavior towards the p
end we have to distinguish two cases. Ifs.r , then detach-
ment from the last site is less likely than in the bulk. Con
quently, motors jam and this region is more densely occup
than the bulk. In the opposite cases,r , the mean occupa
tion correspondingly diminishes towards the plus end. S
Fig. 1, which presents the mean occupation number in
steady state as obtained by a numerical simulation of
stochastic motor dynamics.

This figure also represents the average motor curr
Starting from the minus end, it grows from zero up to
bulk valuevhr (12r ). For s.r it then decreases toward
the plus end as a consequence of jamming. In the oppo
case, on the contrary, it increases as there are on ave
more free sites available.

We will now investigate the relative velocity between tw
aligned filaments of a common lengthL. To this end we
calculate the velocity of filament 2 in a frame of referen
associated with filament 1. The orientation of filament 1
chosen so that its plus end points into the direction of
nd
e
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creasingx. Using the independent filaments approximati
~3!, the distinction between the mean occupation numbe
filaments 1 and 2 in Eq.~2! is no longer needed. The sam
holds for the currents. As a function of the distancej be-
tween the filaments’ minus ends, we obtain for the relat
velocity of parallel filaments, which overlap ifj52L
11, . . . ,L21,

FIG. 1. The steady state for motors moving on one filame
Shown are the mean occupation numberSi ~top! and the mean
current Ji[^ j i&/vh ~bottom! along the filament forva /vh50.1,
vd /vh50.1, andL550. Diamonds are fors51, triangles fors
50.
v (pa)~j!5H sgn~j!pclF (
i 51

L2j21

Ji 1jSi2 (
i 51

L2j

JiSi 1jG for j561, . . . ,6~L21!,

0 for j50.

~4!

Here, sgn(j) is 1 for j.0 and21 otherwise. Filaments of opposite orientation overlap ifj50, . . . ,2L22 and their average
relative velocity is given by

v (ap)~j!52pcl5 (
i 51

11j

JiS21j2 i for j50, . . . ,L22,

(
i 5j2L12

L21

JiS21j2 i for j5L21, . . . ,2L23.

~5!
ve-
c-

in-
nds.
or-
he

de-
The induced sliding between parallel filaments is a bou
ary effect. Even if motors did not interact among themselv
i.e., if j i5vhsi , finite size effects would lead to a non
vanishing average velocity. The filaments would then alw
tend to increase their overlap. Numerical investigation of
stochastic dynamics for interacting motors reveals, howe
that for s50 and intermediate values ofvh /va , filaments
of the same orientation tend to repel each other. See Fi
which presents the average filament velocities as a func
of their overlap for two different values ofva , i.e., two
different motor densities. Note that filaments repel ea
other, whenv (pa) has the same sign asj. Forvh!va and for
vh@va parallel filaments will increase their overlap as
-
s,

s
e
r,

2
n

h

the case of noninteracting motors. However, the average
locity may significantly increase due to the motor intera
tions.

For antiparallel filaments, the motors are in all cases
creasing the distance between the filaments’ minus e
Since, in contrast to the motion of parallel filaments, mot
induced sliding of antiparallel filaments is a bulk effect, t
relative velocity depends only weakly on the value ofs. A
simple estimate forv (ap) is given by 2pclvhr 2(12r ) times
the overlap of the two filaments.

In order to compare the values for differentva , corre-
sponding to different numbers of unbound motors, let us
fine the following average relative velocities:
4-3
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V(pa)5
2

2L21 (
j51

L21

v (pa)~j! ~6!

for parallel filaments and

V(ap)5
1

2L21 (
j50

2L23

v (ap)~j! ~7!

for antiparallel filaments. Figure 3 presents the average r
tive velocities V(pa) and V(ap) for attachment rates corre
sponding to bulk occupation numbers in the range of ab
0.1 to 0.9 The average relative velocity for parallel filame
initially decreases withva , until it increases aroundva
'vd . Fors50 it then changes sign and will asymptotical
approach 0. In the cases51 the average velocityV(pa) is
negative for all values ofva , but also approaches zero in th
limit va→`. The average velocity of antiparallel filamen
is reasonably approximated using the rough estimate
sented in the previous paragraph, as is shown in the figur

FIG. 2. Relative velocities between two aligned filaments
common length as a function of their minus end distance. The

panels showv̄ (pa)[v (pa)/(2pclvh) for parallel filaments, the bottom

panelsv̄ (ap)[v (ap)/(2pclvh) for antiparallel filaments. Left panel
are for va /vh50.1, while right panels are forva /vh50.4. Fur-
thermore,vd /vh50.1 andL550. Diamonds are fors51, tri-
angles fors50.

FIG. 3. Average relative velocities between two align
filaments of common length as a function ofva /vh . The top

panel shows V̄(pa)[V(pa)/(2pclvh), the bottom panel V̄(ap)

[V(ap)/(2pclvh). The remaining parameters arevd /vh50.1, L
550, ands51 ~diamonds! or s51 ~triangles!. The solid line is
obtained from the estimate indicated in the text.
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this approximation the maximal velocity is attained forva
52vd , corresponding to a bulk mean occupation ofr
52/3. Let us close this section with the remark that fors
51, both average velocities,V(pa) andV(ap), were found to
decrease with increasingvh .

IV. A MOTOR-DRIVEN MECHANISM
FOR FILOPOD GROWTH

Based on the observation of separating parallel filame
we propose the following mechanism for filopod growth,
illustrated in the inset of Fig. 4. Recall that a filopod conta
a bundle of actin filaments, all oriented with their plus en
outwards. Suppose that some of these filaments are atta
to a substrate, while other filaments are free to move al
their axis. Motion in the perpendicular directions are su
pressed by the cell membrane. As found above, through
action of molecular motors, the free filaments will under a
propriate conditions be transported into the direction of th
plus ends. Thereby they might push the membrane a
from the plus ends of the attached filaments, such that
latter are thus able to polymerize. In the following we sho
that there is a stable state of continuous actin polymerizat

Consider the simple situation of two filaments only, o
of which is attached to a substrate and long, while the ot
is short and free to move along its axis. In a filopod, mot
are nonhomogeneously distributed as they are moving on
filaments towards the tip. For simplicity we will suppose
distribution of free motors decreasing exponentially from t
tip towards the cell body@18#. In our model this distribution
of unbound motors translates into an attachment rateva
which decreases exponentially from the membrane,va( i )
5va

0exp(2i/l), wherei is the distance to the membrane. F
a filament with its plus end next to the membrane, we cho
s51, i.e., at the plus end, a motor cannot leave the filam
by hopping off the filament. For a filament with its plus en
away from the membrane we chooses50.

Let us first calculate the average velocityv free of the free
filament as a function of the distance from its plus end to

f
p

FIG. 4. Relative velocity between two aligned filaments for
exponential distribution of unbound motors in units of sites per u
time and divided bypclvh . The parameters areva

0/vh50.1,
vd /vh50.1, andl510. The free filament is of lengthL520 and
has s51, while for the attached filamentL550 ands50. The
inset shows a schematic representation of the growth mechan
Motors are represented as dots, the cross-linking motor as a
lipse. Only bound motors are represented. Bars indicate the att
ment of one filament to the substrate.
4-4
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plus end of the attached filament. We choose a frame s
that the origin associated with the plus end of the attac
filament and such that the plus ends points into the direc
of positivex. A typical result for positivej is shown in Fig.
4. Here,j is the position of the free filament’s plus end. U
to a distance of a few monomers, the velocity of the fr
filament is positive, corresponding to separation of the fi
ments. The velocity then changes its sign. Such a chang
sign is not observed in the case of spatially constantva . The
critical distance, for which the velocity changes its sig
grows with increasingl. Note that this stationary point i
stable, as the velocity is positive before this point and ne
tive beyond.

As long as the plus end of the attached filament is su
ciently far apart from the membrane, further actin monom
may attach to this end. We denote the polymerization rate
vpol and the length of a monomer byl , where this length is
less than or equal to the step size of a motor. Then the
end will on average advance with respect to the subst
with velocity vpol5vpoll . In the frame associated with th
attached filament’s plus end the velocity of the free filam
is thus reduced byvpol . As long as the polymerization ve
locity is not too big, a stationary state will still exist forj
.0. It is stable and corresponds to persistent growth of
filopod. Note that the growth velocity of the filopod wou
then bevpol .

For j,0, i.e., when the plus end of the attached filam
is to the left of the attached filament’s plus end, the veloc
of the free filament is negative in the casevpol50. Now that
its plus end is some distance apart from the membran
may polymerize. Depending on the relation of the polym
ization velocity and the active velocity induced by the m
tors, the free filament will either be transported towards
cell body or grow until its plus end reaches the membra
and a fluctuation may again induce filopod growth.
.
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V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have investigated the effects of e
cluded volume interactions between molecular motors on
motor-induced sliding velocity between aligned filamen
For both parallel and antiparallel filaments, we have foun
nonmonotonic dependence of this velocity on the motor c
centration. Under appropriate conditions, the velocity b
tween parallel filaments was seen to change sign as a co
quence of the motor interactions. Instead of increasing th
overlap, as is the case for noninteracting motors, the fi
ments then repel each other. A way to experimentally stu
the active interaction between aligned filamentsin vitro
would be through the use of microstructured surfaces.

Filament separation driven by molecular motors could
used in order to push an object. As we have argued, a
sible application in biological cells is the growth of fingerlik
protrusions containing a bundle of parallel actin filaments
collective effects between molecular motors are importan
this process, then changing their concentration in a pro
sion should influence the final length of the filopod. O
calculations indicate that initially this length should gro
with the motor concentration and then decrease again
more realistic description of this situation would, howev
require taking situations into account in which filaments a
cross-linked by more than one motor, which is beyond
scope of the present work.
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